It goes everywhere, does it all, and thinks the way you do!















Best argon beam. Robust arc length without sacrificing limited tissue depth.
Truly standardizable. The only generator and pump you need. Does it all: argon
coagulation, pulse cut for sphincterotomy, true GI bipolar, TouchSoft® coagulation and
tried and tested polypectomy, EMR, and ESD outputs.
Fits everywhere. Patented, compact argon canister system goes inside the all in one
unit. Fits on any boom, travel or endo cart. Put it everywhere you need it!
Disposable argon gas canister eliminates bulky argon! Compact, easy, economical.
Lavage included. The only lavage pump you need!
A revolution in ease of use! It thinks the way you do! Touch, confirm and treat! Simpler
to be safer. Foot pedal is either power or water. No more color guessing!
Tap a Tool® Just a touch gives you default confidence for endo specific tools.
Designed just for endoscopy. No confusing adapters or ports or programs!
Most advanced tissue sensing: Auto output control for constancy in tissue results.
PSS-- Genii exclusive Pad Safe System for advanced grounding pad safety with
revolutionary three color pad sense and no light cue for bipolar.
Standby for greater safety.
Affordable: you can afford one for every room, every cart. You CAN now achieve the
cost benefits of being truly standardized! It’s not just smaller--it’s smarter!

The revolutionary gi4000 has four output methods and seven monopolar modes, for
perfect confidence in all procedures—basic to the most complex.

Methods: Argon Coagulation, Monopolar, Bipolar, and Lavage

Argon:
 Proprietary ArC Smart™ beam
for robust arc length without
sacrificing limited tissue depth,
and special voltage control to
reduce video interference
 Revolutionary disposable argon
canister
 Quick, reliable arc
 Easy set up with disposable
ArConnect®. Probe choice
without reprocessing
Seven Monopolar Outputs











TouchSoft® low voltage
coagulation for gentle, depth
limited coagulation.
Coag: tried and trusted for
standard snare polypectomy.
Blend Coag for more cut, larger
polyps, EMR
Pulse Blend Cut: controlled
cutting with adequate
hemostasis when desired for
sphincterotomy, EMR, ESD
Blend Cut: like pulse blend but
not fractionated (no pulse)
Pulse Cut: controlled pulsed
cutting with minimal coag for
sphincterotomy, EMR, ESD
Cut: constant maximum cut,
minimum coagulation

Bipolar
 Best endo bipolar
Lavage—always ready!

Find out more at www.genii-gi.com or 855-501-4810
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